BORIS THE ROBOT

HeartSmart have released a new children’s book ‘Boris the Robot’
This beautiful picture book tells the story of Boris the Robot.

‘Boris was built from old gears and cogs and other unwanted bits and bobs. He was lovingly made by Amber and
Josh who invite Boris to live with them. So why does Boris sometimes still hear the Scrapman's song calling to
him? 'Junk is junk, it's plain to see, scrap is scrap and always will be. What's rubbish is worthless, you cannot
pretend. It's a life on the scrapheap for you my old friend!' Which voice will Boris listen to? How will he decide
where he really belongs?’

We are selling this book in the school office on behalf of HeartSmart at a discounted price of £3, it is currently
selling for £7.99 on Amazon.
If you would like a copy, call into the school office with your £3
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